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Abstract

Recently, images on the Web and personal computers are
prevalent around the human’s life. To retrieve effectively
those images, there are many AIA (Automatic Image Anno-
tation) algorithms. However, it still suffers from low-level
accuracy since it couldn’t overcome the semantic-gap be-
tween low-level features (’color’,’texture’ and ’shape’) and
high-level semantic meanings (e.g., ’sky’,’beach’). Namely,
AIA techniques annotates images with many noisy key-
words. Refinement process has been appeared in these days
and it tries to remove noisy keywords by using Knowledge-
base and boosting candidate keywords. Because of limitless
of candidate keywords and the incorrectness of web-image
textual descriptions, this is the time we need to have deter-
ministic polynomial time algorithm. We show that finding
optimal solution for removing noisy keywords in the graph
is NP-Complete problem and propose new methodology for
KBIAR (Knowledge Based Image Annotation Refinement)
using the randomized approximation graph algorithm as the
general deterministic polynomial time algorithm.

1. Introduction

With the development of digital media and web-
technologies, there has been appeared great number of
content-based image retrieval (CBIR) researches in last few
years such as Co-Occurrence Model [7], Translation Model
[12], CRM(cross-media relevance model)[14] and so on.
However, for visual similarity, CBIR rely on the low-level

features (color histograms, textures, shapes and so on),
which leaves a semantic gap between low-level visual fea-
tures and semantic meaning of images. From this limit,
CBIR research still far from reasonable accuracy level for
commercial use (There are so many noisy keywords has
been annotated along with correct ones). Actually, human
understand images based on each person’s knowledge be-
yond image itself. To improve the image annotation per-
formance through imitating the way of human’s image un-
derstanding, Yohan et al.[1] proposed the first approach for
Knowledge-based Image Annotation Refinement (KBIAR)
method. Among annotated keywords of each image, It re-
fined image annotation results with removing noisy key-
words and proposed semantic distances between annotated
keywords (so called, ”candidate keywords”) for figuring out
irrelevant candidate keywords. WordNet, a mirror of world-
knowledge, has been used for getting semantic distances be-
tween candidate keywords.

Inspired by the Yohan et al’s idea, there has been several
approaches appeared for refining automatic image annota-
tion problem using the relationship between annotated key-
words as ’candidate’ keywords by using semantic knowl-
edge, so called KBIAR(Knowledge-Based Image Annota-
tion Refinement) approaches as follows; [3] proposed adap-
tive graphical model for refining process using fusing vi-
sual content feature and keyword correlation and [2] done
image annotation refinement by re-ranking the annotations
using Random Walk with Restarts algorithm. [4] showed
an approach for finding optimal subset annotation keywords
of an image by using greedy heuristic solution. There are
approaches [8][10] which apply refining methodology into
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Figure 1. An Example of Information Content
in the WordNet

Web-image annotation refinement since there are so many
noisy textual description surrounding web-images.

In this paper, we propose a new way of bridging the
gap between KBIAR problem and the graph approximation
problem. This approach has two important main impacts.
First, many previous approaches just use heuristic thresh-
olds for deciding un-related words during re-ranking pro-
cess. Different from heuristic optimal method [4], which
can’t show any guaranteed performance, the graph approx-
imation algorithm (especially, weighted max-cut in this pa-
per) can deterministically decide noisy nodes (keywords) as
one set with having at least 0.8587 ratio performance to the
optimal solution [17].

Second, for the problem of computation complexity, this
randomized approximation algorithm can decide irrelevant
set in the graph within polynomial time. We show the pro-
cess of getting semantic similarity values in Section 2. In
section 3, from this semantic measure and annotated key-
words, we demonstrate that we can build the undirected
weight graph and the way of applying the randomized ap-
proximation to this weighted max-cut in KBIAR problem.
We show that this approach achieves very good accuracy
enhancement in section 4 and make conclusion and men-
tion about the future works in section 5.

2. Semantic Similarity

2.1 WordNet

WordNet[16] is the knowledge-base which is the mir-
ror of world knowledge. Each words in WordNet has hi-
erarchical relations, thus we can use this tree-structured
knowledge-base as the source for computing semantic dis-
tance between two keywords. Semantic similarity between
two concepts will be calculated in the following way; the
first concept is IC (Information Content) which calculates
the amount of information that a word has. For example,

in Fig.1, ’building’ has less information than ’house’ and
’building’ (9.23) has more detail information than ’struc-
ture’ (8.30). (-smaller value of IC means that the word has
less information). Formally, we can get IC value with using
following simple equations;

freq(c) =
∑

ci∈c

count(ci) (1)

Here, ’∈’ stands for the ”subsuming” relationship, to get
the frequency of word c, it summations all the count of each
word ci, which is subsumed by word c. So, the IC of con-
cept c can be computed by taking negative logarithm of rel-
ative probability (Prob(c) = freq(c)

N ).

IC(Concept c) = −logProb(Concept c) (2)

There are mainly three different approaches for computing
semantic distances from the WordNet and yohan et al.[1]
showed that JNC [15] measure’s performance is the best
among other similar measures. Let us consider an exam-
ple of comparison between α(”studio” ↔ ”apartment”)
and β(”studio” ↔ ”house”). If we only consider the
information content of subsuming word (”building”) - so
called, lcs (lowest common subsumer), then the semantic
distance between α and β is the same. Thus, JNC measure
uses the IC values of two words along with the IC value of
lcs. The similarity measure between α and β is different
since the IC value of ”house” and ”apartment” is not the
same. The formula of similarity value λ(c1, c2) between
two words(concepts) like this;

λ(c1, c2) =
1

IC(c1) + IC(c2)− 2 ∗ IC(lcs(c1, c2))
(3)

2.2 Co-Occurrence

We use the Apriori algorithm [11] for finding co-
occurrence probability, which is based on the idea of level-
wise search. The level–wise search is an iterative approach
in which, (m+1)–itemsets are explored based on the previ-
ous m–itemsets. At first, the 1-itemset (L1) is found, then
each i–itemsets (Li) is used to find i+1–itemsets (Li+1) un-
til no more frequent k–itemsets can be found. In our pa-
per, we choose frequent sets until 2-itemset since we only
consider a pair occurrence. So, when we compute the co-
occurrence(µ(wi, wj) between wi, wj by dividing the fre-
quency Ψ(wi ∩wj) in L2 set by the frequency Ψ(wi) in L1

set.

µ(wi, wj) = P (wi → wj)
= P (wj |wi)

=
Ψ(wi ∩ wj) ∈ L2

Ψ(wi) ∈ L1
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3. Approximated Graph Algorithm in KBIAR
Problem

3.1 Reduction From KBIAR to Weighted
Max-Cut

KBIAR Problem
Input: Annotated Set Ak = {ak1, ak2, ..., akn}, SDMn×n

Output: max{s1, s2}, where s1, s2 ⊂ Ak and s1 ∩ s2 = ∅

WMC Problem
Input: a graph G=(V,E) and weight function w(i,j)
Output: Partition V1,V2 of V

We can transform each keyword aki to a vertex vi of
Graph G by one to one mapping (f : aki → vi). For each
edge E(i, j) between vi and vj , there is an corresponding
element in the semantic distance matrix (SDM ). Through
a mapping function (g : SDM(i, j) → w(i, j)), we can
get the weight function of Graph G. Thus, we can reduce
an instance of KBIAR problem into an instance of WMC
problem in polynomial time. It makes possible to solve
weighted max-cut problem for getting optimal solution
of KBIAR problem. MAX-CUT is one of the Karp’s [9]
original problem. Usually, we can see the polynomial-

time reduction from NotAllEqual-3SAT to MAX-CUT
problem for showing MAX-CUT’s NP-Completeness.
(thus, transitivity is follows; MAX-3SAT≤pNotAllEqual-
3SAT≤pMAX-CUT). Thus, getting the optimal solution
with the Weighted MAX-CUT (which is reduced from
KBIAR) is NP-Completeness problem.

3.2 Optimal solution of WMC Problem

Let us represent WMC problem as integer quadratic
problem (WMC-IQP);

Maximize

1
2

n∑

j=1

j−1∑

i=1

w(i, j)(1−mi ×mj) (4)

Subject to mi ∈ {−1, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where n = |V |

mi is the membership binary values, in that, if adjacent
vertices ma,mb are belong to different set V 1, V 2 respec-
tively by the current cut, then the membership values for
each ma,mb will be different (-1,1). So, 1- ma×mb value is
2, if ma,mb are in same set, then 1- ma×mb value is 0, then



its weight value doesn’t count as the total weight of a cut in-
stance. The instance that makes the maximum total weight
of cut would be optimal partition V1,V2 of the graph. If
we find the maximum cut in non-deterministic way, then
we can guess an assignment of each vertex’s set and com-
pute the optimal value of the above IQP (Integer Quadratic
Problem). To do this thoroughly (namely, check with ev-
ery possible combinations), we need exponential amount of
time (2n). To find max-cut in polynomial time, we need an
approximation scheme for MAX-CUT problem.

3.3 Randomized Approximation WMC
(Weighted Max-Cut) in KBIAR

Our work is based on Goeman’s randomized 0.87856 ap-
proximation scheme for finding maximum-cut that is con-
structed with each image’s candidate annotation keywords
and semantic similarity between those words. Goeman et
al.[17] showed the way of relaxing from integer quadratic
problem to semi-definite programming by increasing the di-
mensions of membership value mi from 1 to n dimensions
and constructing a matrix M such that Mi,j is correspond-
ing to each inner product mi • mj . To make a problem
more tractable with graphs of real-values weights, it asso-
ciates matrix M with Laplacian matrix L⇐ Diag(W • e).
Thus, we can start to run the randomized algorithm with
weight adjacency matrix (W) of graph G.

Algorithm3.1 Randomized Approximation Algorithm for
WMC-KBIAR Problem

1. Input: An image k with candidate annotation keywords
2. Ak = {ak1, ak2, ..., akn}, µn×n,λn×n

3. Begin:
4. Build a weighted adjacency matrix,
5. W (i, j) = λ(i, j)× µ(i, j)
6. Using Laplacian matrix L⇐ Diag(W • e),
7. where e is a vector of all ones, and M ← 1

4mT Lm,
8. Construct Semi-Definite(SD) programming;
9. Maximize tr(LM)
10. Subject to diag(M) = 1

4e,M ≥ 0
11. Run the SDP and get the optimal solution M∗

12. decompose M∗ into 2× n matrix B, (M∗ = BT B)
13. Hyper-plane Separation
14. for i=1 to n
15. φ = bi • r, bi is a column vector of B
16. if φ ≥ 0, then bi ∈ S1, otherwise, bi ∈ S2
16. end
17. Major Annotation Set Decision
18. If

∑
i,j∈S1 W (i, j) ≥∑

i,j∈S2 W (i, j),
19. then return S1, Otherwise, return S2
20. Output:
21. A refined majority keywords set = max{S1, S2}
22. among partitioned two set S1, S2

building palace people
crystal anemone reef

Figure 3. Annotation Results with correct and
noisy candidates keywords

3.4 Example

Now, we explain how the algorithm 3.1 works by ap-
plying an example to this randomized approximation al-
gorithm (see Fig.3). This image has been annotated with
6 keywords. As we can see, there are relative candidate
keywords (’building’,’palace’ and ’people’) and un-related
ones (’crystal’,’anemone’ and ’reef’).

In Fig.4, If we utilize the optimal solution using
integer quadratic programming (see Eq.4), then, we
have to check the total sum of weights with each as-
signment (mi=-1 or 1). Namely, one of assignments
can be ’building(-1)’,’palace(1)’,’people(1)’,’crystal(-
1)’,’anemone(1)’,’reef(1)’. Other than this example, we
have to compute additional 26 − 1 all possible combination
of assignments. But there is no limit of the number of
description keywords in an image, so that is why we need
to prepare approximating methodology to deal with general
cases, which can be finished in polynomial time. Through
relaxations, we can transform the WMC-KBIAR problem
from integer-quadratic to semi-definite programming. In
other words, we can solve the problem with using fixed
edge-values instead of assigning membership integer(mi)
variables. For the edge weight values between two key-
words (vertices), we already get those values from semantic
similarity measure and co-occurrence.

At this moment, we can observe that this random-
ized max-cut approximation algorithm is quite compati-
ble with our KBIAR (Knowledge-Based Image Annotation
Refinement). We can directly use this randomized semi-
definite algorithm for solving our WMC-KBIAR problem
(see Fig.4). For the initial adjacency matrix construction,
we multiply the co-occurrence value µ(i, j) and semantic
similarity value λ(i, j) between two nodes of keywords in
the graph.
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The current matrix W, which is a symmetric matrix since
the semantic distance between W(1,2)=(V1-building,V2-
crystal) and W(2,1)=(V2-crystal,V1-building) are the same.
After associating the Laplacian matrix L ⇐ Diag(W •
e),M ← 1

4mT Lm, we have a semi-definite matrix M and
get the optimal solution M∗ by running SD Programming
(see Fig.5). Since a semi-definite matrix M can be decom-
posed into Y T Y [19], we can decompose the optimal result
M∗ into a row-reduced matrix B (M∗ = BT B, where B is
the size of m× n) using Incomplete Cholesky Decomposi-
tion. Usually, m is much smaller than n (m � n) and this
algorithm chooses m=2 (see Algorithm3.1 , Fig.5).

Each column vector, bi is corresponding to each node in
the graph G. Now, these 2-dimensional values of each node
can be mapped into 2-dimensional unit-norm space[17]
since every bi is unit-norm (‖ bi ‖= 1). This 2D random-
hyper unit-norm space can be used for making a maxi-



mum cut decision within each undirected weighted graph G.
Here, the algorithm randomly selects a 2-dimensional unit-
norm vector r (Fig.6) from uniform distribution and com-
putes inner product with each bi vectors.

Finally, if the inner product value (bi • r) is ≥ 0, then
the current node (keyword) is assigned to S1 set, otherwise,
S2 set (see Fig.6). With this example, building, palace and
people has been classified to S1 set and crystal, anemone
and reef to S2 set. To find the majority set (Actually, max-
cut doesn’t tell us which set is a major set, but it just di-
vides into two sets), it computes summation of weighted
adjacency matrix, which is from computing semantic sim-
ilarity and chooses the maximum set as the majority set
-If

∑
i,j∈S1 W (i, j) ≥ ∑

i,j∈S2 W (i, j), then return S1.
(here, we have ’building’,’palace’ and ’people’ as the ’re-
fined annotation’ for this example image -Fig.3). Goe-
mans et al [17] proved that the randomized approximation
of weighted max-cut has 0.87856 ratio with the optimal so-
lution (Eq.4), since we already show that the KBIAR prob-
lem can be reformulated into weight max-cut problem, the
WMC-KBIAR algorithm (algorithm3.1) also has same per-
formance ratio.

4. Implementation & Performance Analysis

We use the Corel Dataset[13] for image database, which
has 5,000 images. 4,500 images are used for training set
and remaining 500 images for test set. For the semantic
similarity measure, we used the WordNet library[16] for
implementing JNC measure algorithm. For implementation
of randomized approximation of weight-max-cut algorithm,
we utilized the SDTP3 Matlab software[18] for computing
semi-definite programming part in the whole approximation
algorithm. To see the effect of refinement in the various en-
vironments, namely, we change the ratio of noisy keywords
using synthetic annotation data. Our refinement methodol-
ogy using randomized approximation of weighted max-cut
can improve the accuracy in any ratio of noisy keywords,
in that; it enhanced the accuracies to 54.39%, 74.39% and
82.01% from 42.01%, 60.02% and 72.34% accurately an-
notated set respectively (see Fig.8). As this refinement al-
gorithm can remove noisy keywords with different situation
(every web-page include right description about image on
that page along with some irrelevant description words), it
means that we can also apply this methodology for disam-
biguating irrelevant keywords description in the web-image
description refinement process [6], which is very crucial
process for web-image annotation problem[5]. In Fig.9, we
can see that our proposed max-cut based refinement algo-
rithm can improve the refinement accuracy and outperform
other approaches. In terms of precision accuracy, it achieves
35%, which is the best among the original TM precision
accuracy (20%), yohan et al [1] ’s TMHD method (30%)
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and Liu et al [5]’s AGAnn method (24%). The increas-
ing of precision accuracy means that user will see more
correct images within retrieval results since precision ac-
curacy is from dividing the number of correctly annotated
images by the number of retrieved images. Although recall
value of any refinement algorithms is worse than original
TM result, the F-measure value (which is the combination
of precision and recall values) of (TM+max-cut)-27.12% is
also better than any other methods (TM-25.45%, AGAnn-
26.26%). If we give 2 times more importance to the pre-
cision value when we combine precision and recall values,
then F-0.5 measure value enhancement from TM-23.33% to
(TM-max-cut)-29.34% is greater than before.
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5. Conclusions & Future Work

From the problem analysis and proposal of applying ran-
domized weighted-max cut algorithm to image annotation
refinement problem, we can see that this novel approach
can get the benefit of using the approximation algorithm of
weighted max-cut in terms of two following aspects; First,
to combine expert knowledge for good understanding about
uncertain dataset (usually, it may be ”multi-media” dataset),
we need a framework which would be suitable for mixing
the different sources. In this paper, one of the sources is the
TM model, which is kind of machine-learning algorithm.
Another one is the semantic distance between result key-
words of TM model. After mapping keywords and seman-
tic distance as vertex and edges respectively, the constructed
graph can represent local conceptual relations between sev-
eral keywords, so weighted max-cut algorithm can exclude
one set of un-related nodes as noisy keywords set decisively.
Thus, this method can increase its performance as other
resources’ performances improve, namely, the accuracy of
weighted max-cut will increase according to the better ac-
curacy of initial keyword translation algorithm (for vertex
mapping) and semantic similarity algorithm (for edge-value
mapping).
Second, the approximation algorithm about the weighted
max-cut is quite required. If we find an optimal max-cut
by guessing an integer assignment (-1,1) of each keyword
corresponding to vertex, then the required number of times
to decide the maximal cut is 2n, whereas the complexity
of randomized approximation version of weighted max-cut

is O(n3) . When the keywords about an image are only
several ones, then the time-complexity is not so different,
however, if we want to include more description since the
knowledge source is more than a single one, then the size of
keywords in an image increases. For the web-image anno-
tation problem, usually, the keywords surrounding a web-
image could be more than 100. In this case, the comput-
ing time about this single image refinement is greater than
(2100 � 1030), which is actually intractable computation
time. Consequently, the multimedia content analysis area
needs to adapt new methodology since there is rapid change
in multimedia content itself and its surrounding knowledge-
base. This paper show the very good possibility for adapt-
ing approximation graph algorithm to combining multiple
knowledge-evidence sources for increasing the accuracy of
image-annotation and keep the computational time within
polynomial bound in the complex knowledge source envi-
ronment.
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